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Hyvää Joulua! Vinter winds

are blowing. The Yule fires are lit. Best now to stay
indoors. Those who wander out on Yulenights may hear a sudden
rustling through the tops of the treesa strong wind, though
nothing bloweth. Then, the barking of dogs fills the air, the
host of wild souls sweeps down, fire flashing from the
eyes of the black hounds and the
hooves of the black horses.
Beware dear Children,
The Wild Hunt has come.

"To the magpie
who has never left her nest,
the Flight Path is a gamble."

Upcycling Art hits the
streets of Denver. Our beer
can Beaver sculpture,
Pah Weech was caught
partying too hard during this
past RiverFest in Denver.
Now he is hard up for a
home. (p2)

Welcome Maria Hyväri!
Excitement is in the air for
the branching of our new
intern in the CMP. In this
issue Maria shares her own
Flight Path on why she has
come to Denver seeking
what many argue is to be
found in the Finland. (p4)

Our OE Community Reading Groups are
growing. Participation in these has been primarily
from afar/online. However, starting this January
in our three main locations: DenverUSA, Shishi
PRC and San JoseCR gatherings will be held
where the richness of simply being together with
intention can be savored.
William Nicholson certainly had a point in saying:
“We read to know we're not alone.” To him, & the
world infatuated by isolation that he speaks to,
we ask: Why read alone? See p5 for more on the
upcoming books to be fed in community.

The Emmons Family
is back in China to open up
Master Tree Kindergarten.
Shifts towards holism as
individuals are
commendable but when an
institution takes ventures
down this spiral an entire
city may be at risk. (p8)

Originateve's Headquarters in Denver is now
serving four different neighborhoods with
ongoing programming funded by several years
of succes driven by charitable organizations that
continue to believe in our vision:

"...to seek, to sow and
raise regenerative practices
of Ecology, Community,
Culture and Spirit."
For a recount of our growth to date in Denver
please check out page 6.

Flight Path is a quarterly publication by Originateve. We look
forward to your contributions in poetry and art this next
equinox. Submit here: flightpath@originateve.org

Pah Weech Finds a Home
For the third summer Originateve has
partnered with the Greenway Foundation in Denver
to offer the guests of the two day Platte River
celebration RiverFest, an interactive community art
project utilizing recyclable
materials both cleaned from
the river and produced in
real time at the annual June
event. The projects consist
of large format sculptures
(made from rebar, lath and
aluminum cans) of animals
related to the river. This
year we worked closely with
Greenway to design a
Beaver to live at Johnson's
Habitat Park. However, in
December we received word
that the City of Denver would not approve of the
placement due to the attractive nuisance of sharp
edges on the smashed cans which act as the skin
or fur of the replica. For Yule, Pah Weech (the
Uncompahgre Ute word for beaver) wondered
about
her
permanent
residence
There is grace from
the
north
though.
Loveland rated second in
the nation for the best art
towns due to its more than
200 public art sculptures.
It just so happens that the
town is also home to Big
Beaver Brewing, a micro
beer tap house that has a
spot for Pah Weech to
build her lodge and
community. In fact once we got the beaver situated
and started talking with Katilyn, the brew manager,
we began brainstorming special events and agreed
that a bawdy story night full of Coyote, his Little
Brother, Big Beavers and brews called for. More to
come from this new partnership!

"Very little grows on jagged rock.
Be ground. Be crumbled
So wild flowers will come up
where you are'
~Rumi
Tick Tock goes the F.L.O.R.A. “Fairy Clock”
Since the last issue of Flight Path, F.L.O.R.A.
(Forest Laboratory of Regenerative Arts) has
continued the seeding process in Southwest Denver.
The charter application for the Sheridan school
district has been reviewed and revisions are in
progress for fall submission. Upon approval of the
charter, doors will open for roughly 100 students
(grades preK thru 12) in the Fall of 2019. More
exciting to announce, is the relationship F.L.O.R.A.
has established with Denver Parks & Recreation,
which will allow us to plant gardens and use public
park space for learning and playing.
Our F.L.O.R.A. icon is the oft overlooked
Dandelion. But when tracing her heritage back to a
time in which much more was remembered, we can
find the mythological awareness that understood the
“Fairy Clock” to be aide, “aide to its community,
transforming its environment so more delicate plants
can grow, providing a wealth of nutrients to a wide
array of herbivores and omnivores, and providing
bees and other insects with nectar when other plants
cannot bloom. It is a plant who asks us to share our
energies and ourselves with our communities in an
effort to nourish the world.”
(source: thepracticalherbalist.com)

Storytelling at Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica
This past October, as part of the "International
Relationships Week", The National University of Costa
Rica invited our cofounding member, Carl Emmons, to
come in for a time of storytelling.
What better way to address a proper attempt to
engage healthy international relationships than the
chance to consider the profound wisdom found within
Rumi's "Tale of Three Travelers Who Share Their
Dreams." For those of you lucky enough to have heard
this tale spun, you know of the pleasure that can be
found when in company of those with whom we are,
seemingly, so different. There is plenty of diplomacy to
be learned from Rumi, now, isn't there?
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F.L.O.R.A. is seeking for individuals dedicated
to promoting holistic education to join the school
planning board members. Our deep commitment
towards holistic practices and regenerative design
acknowledges the lofty nature of what the old stories
say, “is a tall order”. If you, or someone you know is
interested in fostering an integrated celebration of
culture and ecology by joining our team we would
love to hear from you: future@flora.org

“I’m a man as you behold me, Small, but mighty water-hero
I have come to fell the oak tree,And to splinter it to fragments” Kalevala

EL ARTE LLENA DE COLOR A ESPARZA
Un reporte de las semillas de Amerikanoestudios
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El pasado viernes 24 de noviembre, se inauguró el mural Una Mirada a la Historia de Esparza, en la
municipalidad de dicho cantón, el proyecto artístico encabezado por la artista y muralista nacida en Rusia
pero adoptada como esparzana Alissa Aster, quien realizo la obra junto a niños y niñas de la comunidad y
en su mayoría provenían de las zonas marginales como Esparsol, lo cual brinda a las futuras
generaciones la oportunidad de crecer rodeados de arte y cultura, alejándolos de las problemáticas de
sus barrios como las drogas por ejemplo.
El viernes 24 de noviembre, elaboración de esta obra, aporto era mínima. Luego los suspiros
Laeninauguración
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de Cultura y Juventud, Historiadores,
los artistas que se hicieron presentes,
la Casa de la Cultura, Gisela
Madrigal, entre otros trabajaron de
manera colectiva para sacar adelante
este hermoso proyecto: un mural que
llena de color a Esparza.
El evento finalizo con la
música y alegria de doña Sonia

Quirós cuyas canciones de gran
diversidad nos transportaron desde la
cultura indígena, bailes de antaño en
el pueblo, hasta el espíritu navideño.
Mientras el publico participaba de las
canciones con palmas al ritmo de su
música, se podía ver la juventud en la
mirada de la cantante, demostrando
que arte une diferentes generaciones
y rejuvenece el alma.
Bendita es Esparza con tu
arte Alisa Aster. Gracias!


Escrito por Javier "Long Arrow" Lastres

"Oh thou oldest of magicians, Sing once more thy songs of magic,
Grant the life of one so wretched, And release me from my prison." ~Rune 3 - Kalevala

BEYOND THE BEST EDUCATION IN THE WORLD
Thoughts of a Finnish subject teacher on the path towards mentorship

As a Finn and, what is more, a
After a long search, Originateve appeared to
teacher, I have read and heard me as an oasis in the desert. It had all those
countless reports and inquiries on beautiful aspects in one holistic and regenerative
the Finnish educational system. It model; I could have designed it myself. Firstly,
appears that the land of thousands of lakes has the handson approach, instead of the sterile and
best education in the world. One might then boring way of learning in a classroom setting only.
wonder why any teacher would leave that system Ecology and care for natural environment, whereas
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I do realize that Originateve too has to cope
However, an entire school system is like a with rules and regulations, and that the K12
giant, rigid turtle; too many people are involved and school doesn't even exist yet. However, I have faith
finally every school has to follow the national in this project and consider that the certified
curriculum. The Finnish are very particular about mentorship program alone is highly valuable; I see
the fact that everyone be on equal footing. The Originateve as an exquisite and unique piece in the
new curriculum introduced in 2016 emphasizes vast mosaic of world's education. So far I have only
student participation and democracy but it did not taken a few steps on this path, but I can already
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there.


Maria Hyväri spent her early years plucking the gentle wave tops of the Gulf of Bothnia where the
pianissimo song of the Finnish countryside was struck out of tune by far too many of her finn kin
attempting to strum the kantele her father hand made. With a BA in Literature from the University
of Lyon and a MA from the University of Helsinki she is currently pursuing her Certification as a
Mentor in Holistic Education through Originateve University.
"...music from the whole creation, oft have been my guide and master." ~K

flightpath@originateve.org

Community Reading as a Regenerative Practice
FLIGHT PATH  VOL 17.2  Yule

In our Mabon issue of the Flight Path we spoke of our
OE Community Reading Groups. Shortly after we got started

THOUGHTS FROM AN AVID READER

"When first asked about community reading, I was very reluctant,
with one of our IMIX favorites: THE GIVER by Lois Lowry. Over
accustomed to my private little reading cocoon. However, a discussion
10 participants from 3 different continents enthusiastically
with Mentor Guide, Ron Green, made me realize a few things.
engaged the onset of the group. Samantha Villareal and Javier
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Lastres were driving participants. Both demonstrated
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advantage of all the lessons that stem from making decisions."

responded mentioning Imix and Eek languages, so I googled Imix and

Eek and
ended
up discovering Mayan
Astrology
Birth Chart, which I
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in
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An
important
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my
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that it felt
antaño ya que esta es la segunda ciudad mas antigua de Costa Rica, y como en el mural se representan

manner. As part of the Cipactli course curriculum Maria is
gracefully guiding us through a bountiful feeding of The
Secrets of the Talking Jaguar by our esteemed mentor
Martin Prechtel as well the Power of Myth by Joseph
Campbell.

strange to me to go and expose my thoughts to some people I have
never met. That was until it hit me how blessed I was to be part of that
group of people who more or less share my world view, and who are
interested in hearing my thoughts, and that community reading would
actually be a perfect way to get to know these new friends. My advice:
forget that silly word accountability and see community reading not as an

This January we will be opening up 3 more groups that
you are most welcome to engage in. Please see below. If
interested in signing up or desire more info:
carlemmons@originateve.org

obligation, but an opportunity and a pleasure."
~Maria Hyväri MA

Die Wise: A Manifesto for Sanity & Soul

Un Viejo Hombre de Enormes Alas

The Disobedience of The Daughter of The Sun

By Stephen Jenkinson & Dr. Martin Shaw

Por Gabriel Garcia Marquez

Passed down by our Mayan Ancestors through
Martin Prechtel

Death doesn’t wait. She has her time. For
the most part we know this but put forth

Este cuento corto es otro de los favoritos en

commendable effort to ignore hertill she

nuestra aldea. Unete a una comunidad

whisper that all of our struggles and joys have

plows through our door into what was

hispanohablante para sumergirte en la

already happened before? A deeper

always her home. Dive deep into this difficult

oportunidad de desarollar tu espanol y, si tu

yet unavoidable topic alongside others

angel de la guarda da la talla, tambien tu

willing to partake of the bitter sweet of our

alma.

What would you say if you overheard someone

understanding of myth allows us to consider
stories said to be begging to come back alive
again and again.

destiny.
Group starts: Jan 15th

Grupo comienza: 15 de febrero

Group Starts: March 1

Pacing: 1 chapter/week (total 11 weeks)

Pacing: 2 pags/dia (total 4 semanas)

Pacing: 10 pgs/week (total 8 weeks)

Väinämöinen, old and steadfast, answered in the words which follow: "Yet a harp might be constructed even of the bones of fishes, if
there were a skilful workman, who could from the bones construct it." As no craftsman there was present, and there was no skilful
workman who could make a harp of fishbones, Väinämöinen, old and steadfast, then began the harp to fashion, and himself the work
accomplished. ~ Poem Line 221 - Kalevala

Originateve Headquarters wellrooted in Denver
When Ron and Jill's family Dark Dark Wood story. A performance
moved back from the womb of was prepared for Thanksgiving, and
Originateve in Esparza, Costa Rica, before holidays, the children sang to a
through Amerikanoestudios,
major full hall of parents and relatives. In
efforts concentrated in the city of addition to your typical AngloSaxon
Denver, which is now the Originateve Christmas carols, the children learned
headquarters. From that time until an Eritrean and a Finnish Christmas
now, programming has grown up to the song.
point where our nonprofit holistic
Augustana also has a big
education organization now offers faery garden where Originateve's
programming
in
five
different science program takes place every
establishments in DenverAurora area. week. There children get to explore
This means around 350 children, aged and play freely in a natural setting, in
between 0 and 11, are benefiting from addition to acquiring plant knowledge
the programs. Grants from Wells and learning various skills such as
Fargo
and
Colorado
Gardening threading, permaculture gardening,
Foundation cover around 10% of the and burning decorative patterns on
programming. The establishments are wood using a magnifying glass.
located in different neighborhoods, Augustana's faery garden now has a
thus serving various types of new edition of a labyrinth dug in the
population. While most of the children soil with the help of the children,
in the Lutheran early learning center, serving not only an aesthetic purpose
Augustana, as well as in the child care but also functional as it guides the
center Smartbear are native English water in certain places, at the same
speakers, the other establishments time teaching children about water
have mostly children from different dynamics. The garden also has a tire
backgrounds.
swing and a few branch huts
The collaboration with promoting natural play. A hobbit house
Augustana has been going on for two is under construction: it will be built
years now with great success. The with logs and dirt and have vegetables
Krik Krak program that consists of growing on top.
music and storytelling has the children
One of the most exciting
under a spell twice a week. Like in all developments is having the instructors
the establishments where this program of Augustana take more of a
is run, the songs range from nursery regenerative role. The instructors of at
rhymes to more complex narrative least one of the center's five age
songs such as Puff
the Magic Dragon.
Our vision, cultural
regeneration, takes
place as old folk
songs
such
as
Waltzing Matilda or
Molly Malone are
brought back to life.
Marilyn J. Ward
(2003) stresses the
value of folk songs
in her dissertation
The
Extent
to
Which
American
Children's
Folk Augustana Faery Garden
Songs Are Taught
by
General
Music
Teachers groups are now willing to take the
Throughout the United States:
children to the faery garden also
“Early research in the field has led to outside of the program, and they have
conclusions that children love, need, and use started taking notes for assessment
the songs of their heritage to help them while in the garden, thus slowly moving
understand the world and the complex from the observer to participatory
interrelationships that may seem to defy logic awareness. What is more, the smallest
and comprehension (Carpenter & Clark, 1907). children have recently taken their first
Ruth Crawford Seeger’s research led to her steps in the garden, held by hand by
conclusions that songs help children learn their older siblings. This positive
about and remember important events, development
is
due
to
the
empathize with the plight of others, step into improvement instructors have noticed
another’s shoes, and experience the for example in the children's social
perspectives, hardships, and joys of their skills thanks to the program. This is no
grandparents and ancestors. Through knowing wonder when we take a glimpse for
the children’s folk songs of one’s musical example at what Richard Louv has to
heritage, one may more richly experience what say in his bestselling book Last Child
it means to fully be who and where he is, and in the Woods: Saving Our Children
to identify with who and where his ancestors from Naturedeficit Disorder (2008):
were (Seeger, 1948).”
“Yet, at the very moment that the bond is
Songs in different languages breaking between the young and the natural
and from different cultures are sung as world, a growing body of research links our
well. Children love not only the music mental, physical and spiritual health directly to
but also to listen to stories, be they folk our association with nature – in positive ways.
tales, fairy tales or longer epics. An all Several of these studies suggest that thoughtful
time favorite is the short but scary In a exposure of youngsters can even be a powerful

form of therapy for attentiondeficit disorders
and other maladies. As one scientist puts it, we
can now assume that just as children need
good nutrition and adequate sleep, they may
very well need contact with nature.”
The children of Augustana
also get to have a peek at what natural
food cycle looks like, as their lunch
leftovers are routinely taken away by
our Mentor Guide, Ron Green, to be
fed to his chickens and turkeys. One of
the turkeys even paid the children a
visit just before Thanksgiving.
As
with
Originateve's
programming in the daycares and
preschools Sunrise and Children's
Chalet, there has been a Krik Krak
program going on in both since April
2016. These schools, which are both
located in Aurora, have a majority of
immigrant children, who draw a great
linguistic benefit from the Krik Krak
program. Thanks to the generosity of
Colorado Garden Foundation that has
given Originateve a grant of $1,000 for
the creation of a faery garden in
Sunrise, the children there will soon
enjoy the science program as well.
Instructor Mimi from Sunrise
shared her feelings about our Krik
Krak program at Sunrise:
"...the folklore they learn of through music will
stay in their memory for the rest of their life. I
fondly remember the stories I was told when I
was a child.
The faery garden that has
been under way at Smartbear, a
daycare located in Littleton, since July
2017, has brought joy to children and
parents alike. A recent survey
submitted to parents revealed that
there was a unanimous demand for
Originateve science program for the
toddlers in addition to the two other
age groups, so the little ones have
now been added into the program.
What's more, we have some
great news concerning the agreement
between Originateve and Denver
Parks and Recreation, which manages
Denver's
vast
green
spaces.
Originateve asked DPR permission to
run programming on city park land,
maintaining, occupying
and harvesting those
spaces on educational
purposes.
The
agreement has now
been approved and we
are
working
on
establishing a pilot site.
This promises exciting
new
developments
concerning
our
integrated
science
programming.
Originateve'
s newest programming
in Denver is HOPE
Online
Learning
Academy. HOPE offers an alternative
to large public school settings with its
blended learning program and mixed
age
groups.
Originateve's
programming takes places at one of
HOPE's physical learning centers
which is located in Aurora and serves
practically solely recently immigrated
Hispanic students, in other words ESL
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Eva & Kareem  Smart Bear
learners. The center wished to
complement its academic curriculum
with art and music and contracted
therefore Originateve that has been
running a Krik Krak and an art program
for HOPE students from 1st to 5th
grade since November 2017.
The students have been
very enthusiastic, particularly about art
classes, where they have recently had
the opportunity to use different tools
such as a drill, a saw and hammer, and
express their creativity in making
Christmas ornaments out of wood.
Other exciting art projects are coming
after the holidays. The Krik Krak
program has so far featured mostly
Christmas songs, each class having
prepared a song with a choreography
for a Christmas performance. Before
the holiday period, different narrative
and lyrical songs were sang and
played according to students' age and
wishes. As it is typical in the beginning
of the program, the student climate of
inquisition
still
features
limited
exploration with students responding
selectively to prompts with minimal
risk. We look forward to seeing more
creative individual pursuits and risk
taking especially in the Krik Krak
program where students seem to feel
more social pressure due to the static

Smart Bear Faery Garden
circle setting, whereas art classes
usually allow students to move around
freely pursuing their own project.
The children of different
establishments have given our new
intern, Maria Hyväri from Finland, a
warm welcome and she and her
ukulele will be taking the lead with the
Krik Krak program in Sunrise and
Children's Chalet in January 2018.
____________________

"Thus has Fire returned to Northland but the gold Moon is not shining...how to live without the moonlight?" - Kalevala

ON ROOSTING IN THE MAGPIE NEST
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“Viel’ ei synny Väinämoinen,
Ilmau ikirunoja.
Vaka vanha Väinämöinen
Kulki äitinsä kohussa
Kolmekymmentä keseä
Yhen verran talviaki,
Noilla vienoilla vesillä
Utuisilla lainehille.
Arvelee, ajattelevi,
Miten olla, kuin eleä
Pimeässä piilossansa,
Asunnossa ahtahassa,
Kuss’ ei konsa kuuta nähnyt
Eikä päiveä havainnut.”
“Still unborn was Väinämöinen;
Still unborn, the bard immortal.
Väinämöinen, old and steadfast,
Rested in his mother’s bod
For the space of thirty summers,
And the sum of thirty winters,
Ever on the placid waters,
And upon the foaming billows.
So he pondered and reflected
How he could continue living

~words on coming to OE by our President Neena Massey

Recently a Board Member asked what brought me to Originateve. It started from my
friendship with Ron Green. I met Ron at Escuela Tlatelolco a few years ago. On several
occasions we walked during lunch, inspired, working with students at Escuela. He brought
storytelling to the classrooms, which greatly supported student literacy and overall holistic
education. We talked about visions of an ideal learning environment. These visions became
Ron‘s idea for Flora.
I work with Ron and other board members to bring this vision to life. I’ve had the honor
of meeting Carl and Glow, who run Originateve inspired children’s workshops in China.
I believe Flora will be an amazing experience for students! They will learn about
ecology, their own spiritually and stewardship of the Earth. I feel honored to be part of this
organization; my leadership style is quiet and intuitive,
which feels appreciated here.
I also love our board meetings! Cultivating Friendship
and community is important for us. After discussing planned
agenda items, our time is spent inspiring conversations. We
make time, We drink wine, We read books. Anyone is
welcome to visit a board meeting to learn more about
Originateve and Flora. We Welcome You!

In a resting-place so gloomy,
In a dwelling far too narrow,
Where he could not see the moonlight,
Neither could behold the sunlight.”
Rune I - Kalevala

Originateve Meetings
Every 2nd & 4th Wednesday @ 7pm
6860 S Yosemite Ct. Suite 2000
Centennial, CO 80112

Neena Massey

Masks We Wear: Eco Symbiosis
Wear a mask today
And a new one tomorrow
Nocturnal in the humus bouquet
Hey osito, you want to play?

Walked back in the house
Oso pretended to bounce
Hypnotic charm
His shining eyes, aroused

O THANK YOU OSITO
You’ve had to fight
I understand now
Your vigilance at night

He held out his hands
Holding tightly to food
From that place in the yard
That will not be subdued

Mysterio, masked bandito

You’ve helped me make
Our house a home
Your cleanliness, my work of art
Your gentle movements
Arcadian sweetheart

The love bagua
The love bagua
In the bagua of love
Ten to eleven
Osito plays here at night
Sending prayers to heaven

It’s no surprise
He’s had to hide
What are you doing osito?
With open mind, he testified
You feed me food
I’m always here
We’ve had a relationship
All through the years

I see you osito
I promise to feed you
Osito osito
I see you
I see you



Careful hands, careful heart
Teddy bear osito
I’ll do my part
Couldn’t shoo you away
No, you’re here to stay

Neena Massey is a performance artist and an educational coach. She performs through the moniker Raven
Speaks, a creation of Neena Expressions. It is a transcendent storytelling experience, designed to convey a
message of peace, love and hope. This performance art combines elements of South Indian and Middle
Eastern Dance, Qi Gong, electronic music, lyrical poetry and spoken word, at times in Urdu, English,
Spanish or French. Neena creates events, products and services to uplift and inspire YOU! She is currently
obtaining her and MFAIA at Goddard college. http://neenaexpressions.com/about/
Interested in Collaboration? Contact: neenaexpressions@gmail.com

An Institutional Shift towards Holistic Practice
Master Tree Kindergarten, in China, soon to become an Originateve Wood School
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For over a year now, Master Tree
Since 2014, Originateve has been assisting
educational organizations in China with the Kindergarten has been in an ongoing back and
assessment and development of holistic curriculum forth dialogue with Originateve trying to sort out the
and instructional models, methodologies, facility viability of becoming Holistic. The risk is more than
and classroom enrichment design as well as clear. For holism to avoid sinking in the quick
community building based on cultural spotlighting sands of idealism clear strategies must exist to
such a vision
prematurely.
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ORIGINATEVE WOOD SCHOOLS
Wood Schools represent the initial agreement toward publicly adopting a philosophy and approach of
Holism by demonstrating a substantial shift in their direction and practice towards becoming Holistic Regenerative
Environments of Learning. Truly there are many organizations that engage in a few or perhaps several angles of
“

being but Originateve certified schools are committed to being challenged to push holism beyond the wordplay of
marketing and into a visceral lifestyle step by step. Eagerness to cooperate and grow is evident yet often stems

"Then the aged
Väinämöinen,
Spoke aloud
his songs of magic,
And a flower-crowned birch grew
upward,
Crowned with flowers,
and leaves all golden,
And its summit
reached to heaven,
To the very clouds uprising.
In the air
the boughs extended,
And they spread
themselves to heaven.
Then he sang
his songs of magic,
And he sang
a moon all shining
On the pine-tree’s
golden summit;
And the Great Bear
in the branches.”

from idealisms lusciously spoken of but rarely put into practice effectively. In order for Wood Schools to thrive a

Kalevala

Schools begin to acknowledge the financial and ecological impact of faulty practices that stem from centuries of

personal awareness of regeneration with regard to individual lifestyles must shift into participation. This personal
growth across faculty, student body and into the homes of support families is a comingling of roots being developed.
Undoubtedly, viewed across the landscape of the institution, growth will appear anything but uniform. However,
those shoots that are slow to grow may wither, add to the humus of the soil of decay that the institution will need to
draw its nutrients from, or they may take a different calendar to sprout and jump into the symphonic diversity of the
forest. Those that last through the year of Wood School will become the first season biosphere which will protect the
growth to come. In this, a Wood School, begins to understand the role of a community committed to high standards
of holistic practices. Like the shoot of bamboo, Wood Schools are defined by their strength and flexibility. Wood
Schools have a fresh relationship with holistic designs and approaches. This is a time of newness and challenge as
ingrained routines begin to be uprooted so that new growth may occur. They are tasked with laying the structural,
intellectual, professional, emotional and spiritual foundation for their educational environment to thrive in. Wood
environmental exploitation becoming aware of the much starved for culture of giving.

